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The marshy habitat along the banks of the mudflat held dozens of small “Anchorage” Canada
Geese, supposedly parvipes or Lesser Canadas, although their exact subspecies designation is a
source of much confusion. Tree and Bank Swallows were hawking insects over the grass, and out
over the water we noted flocks of Greater Scaup and Red-breasted Merganser passing by. On the
walk back towards the vans we heard a singing Orange-crowned Warbler, and with just a bit of
effort were able to pin it down to a short trailside alder tree. It’s a rare warbler that lingers in place
for minutes, but this individual allowed for extended and close-range views as it sang and preened
in the afternoon sun. At times it was even possible to make out the diffuse patch of orange feathers
on its crown! Some garrulous Gadwall were loudly uttering their odd squishy quack notes from
under the boardwalk, and along the paved trail were several dashing Black-billed Magpies that
were strutting around, perhaps hoping that some of our snacks might fall out of our pockets. All in
all, it was an exceedingly pleasant walk, with a few excellent birds and it provided a bit of insight as
to some of the cultural and social attractions that this rapidly growing northern city has to offer. We
headed back to our various midtown hotels in preparation for an early flight out (this time with an
actual landing involved) to Nome the next day.
Happily for us the next day was fog-free along the Seward peninsula coast, and our early morning
flight landed at 7:30 as scheduled. Nome is a long famous birding location and historically
interesting town situated along the southern coast of the Seward Peninsula. This gold-rush era
boomtown retains a very frontier-like feel, with local gold panners dredging along the shoreline,
and a seemingly endless number of saloon options. A recent discovery channel program exploring
the vagaries and vicissitudes of gold dredging has resulted in a decided uptick in the number of
small private gold dredging rafts offshore, adding to the frontier-like feel. Three unpaved roads
snake their way out into the tundra, offering about 250 miles of road to explore through stunning
mountains, over rushing salmon-choked streams, along willow/alder clad drainages and up into
alpine tundra which is liberally decorated with an array of wildflowers in mid-June. Although we had
a truncated visit this year we were still able to cover all three roads, albeit spending only the
briefest of time on the Teller Road on our final morning.
After landing and getting ourselves and our luggage to the hotel we had a bit of time for gearing up
for birding. During that brief period however another birding group in the area contacted us with the
news that they had just found a Grey Wagtail at the Nome River Mouth; about 2 miles down the
beach road from the hotel. We scrambled to finish shopping for snacks and pulling out our various
scopes and bins and then zipped down the road to the bridge. We arrived to find that the bird had
last been seen flying out over the tundra towards some distant patches of willows, not a particularly
promising report. Walking over towards the willows we played a bit of Grey Wagtail song and were
shocked to see the bird rocketing towards us from the direction that it was last seen. It flew around
us a bit, perching in various scrubby willows and then eventually dropped down to the river edge
giving us an excellent show as it walked along the gravel. It’s an elegant and colourful bird, with a
broad white wing-stripe visible in flight, bright yellow underparts with a white throat and upper
breast, steel grey back and long tail. Most of the relatively few records of the species for the
continent come from the Aleutians and Pribilofs, with only two prior records at the nearby hotspot
of Gambell, making this mainland record especially precious. It was quite a way to start off our
Nome birding, and likely if we had not had the flight complications on the previous day, we would
have been well out on the Council Rd when the bird was found.
The Nome River mouth was productive for more than the Wagtail, as we arrived on a lowish tide,
when small mudflats dotted the lagoons. This year we were surprised by the large numbers of
Aleutian Terns nesting on the sand spit and grassy fields near the bridge. We estimated at least
200 birds (along with another 150 or so Arctic Terns) in the area and were able to watch many of
them perched in the scope. These small and unique terns are more closely related to the suite of
tropical terns such as Bridled and Sooty than they are to Arctic Tern.
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The species breeds at only a handful of known locations around the margins of the eastern Bering
Sea and spend their winters at sea somewhere in the South Pacific or Indian Oceans, thus making
Nome perhaps the most accessible site in the world for the species. Flocks of Mew and Glaucous
Gulls and Black-legged Kittiwake were feeding on some small fish that was schooling in the
channels of the river, and we picked out a few Vega Herring and Glaucous-winged Gulls in the mix.
Shorebirds were numerous too around the lagoon, with lots of Semipalmated and Western
Sandpipers, a few Semipalmated Plovers, a single female Bar-tailed Godwit and a dapper Pacific
Golden-Plover, dazzling in its jet-black bellies and flashy golden-spangled back. As it was by this
time late morning, we decided to make a short visit to the town cemetery where some short spruce
trees and thick willow/alder thickets often attract a nice array of passerines. This proved a
productive choice, as we enjoyed our first views of Wilson’s, Yellow and Blackpoll Warblers,
American Tree and Red Fox Sparrows, Hoary Redpolls and Gray-cheeked Thrushes all perching
up and singing around the margins of the cemetery grounds.
After an early lunch, we set out for the rest of the day on the Council Road, which stretches east
along the coastline of Norton Sound and then down the narrow isthmus that frames the 20-mile
long Safety Lagoon before cutting inland over some alpine passes and terminating in the small
town of Council, about 73 miles from Nome. Safety Sound plays hosts to large numbers of
waterbirds and shorebirds throughout much of the year, and always holds enough diversity to
occupy visiting birders for days. At one of the many small coastal ponds just outside of Nome we
watched a pair of Red-throated Loons swimming and occasionally diving. As one participant
remarked “I see Red-throated Loons every winter, but seeing them like this, in their subtle but
stunning breeding plumage is like getting a life bird.” Once out on the actual lagoon we stopped
frequently to check out flocks of birds on the lagoon shores or just offshore in Norton Sound.
Flocks of Black Brant, American Wigeon, with the odd drake Eurasian cousin, Northern Pintail,
Red-breasted Mergansers, Common Eider (here of the bright orange billed pacific subspecies) and
Greater Scaup dotted the shoreline. We worked our way out to the Safety Sound Bridge, stopping
wherever aggregations of birds had formed and obtaining excellent studies of Mew, Glaucous,
Glaucous-winged Gulls and Black-legged Kittiwakes. Despite some diligent searching we were not
able to re-find the long-staying Common Sandpiper that had (up until the day before) been reliably
hanging out along the rocks under the main Safety Sound bridge. As the bird wasn’t seen for the
rest of the time we were in Nome it may well have pushed on. Over the course of the day the more
expected shorebirds allowed us close approach, and we spent some time picking apart the ID
features of Western and Semipalmated Sandpipers in their full breeding dress. A couple of
handsome Surfbirds were found picking apart the rotting kelp along the beach, and over the course
of the day we detected a couple of Black Turnstones, another Bar-tailed Godwit and several
Dunlin. Waterfowl were abundant too, with hundreds of Tundra Swans foraging in the shallower
waters of the east end of the lagoon, and a couple of rafts of White-winged and Black Scoters out
on the ocean. It was perhaps the loons though that stole the show, with several more Redthroated, lots of beautiful Pacifics, a couple of Common Loons and (finally) a single Arctic Loon all
admired as we traversed the coastal road. Arctic Loons are very similar to the much more common
Pacific Loon, and as merely scarce breeders around Nome are always a high priority species for
visiting birders. The bird was sitting out on the ocean for quite some time, with its tell-tale white
flank patches flashing in the later afternoon sun. We spent some time going over the less wellknown fieldmarks, such as the blockier head, darker nape, often upturned bill, and bolder neck
stripes that serve as ID features. After a stop in at the famous train to nowhere, a rusty old train
slowly sinking and rusting into the marshes that was originally an elevated people mover in New
York City before being sold to ply the tundra between Nome and Council we reached the terminus
of our journey along Council Road at the tiny settlement of Solomon. Here we soon connected with
several cooperative Eastern Yellow Wagtails along the road. This species (our second wagtail
species for the day) has become noticeably scarcer around Nome, likely connected to an overall
decline across much of their range possibly due to the actions of Asian bird trappers.

